Previous studies have reported association of multiple preoperative factors predicting clinically significant prostate cancer with varying results. We assessed the predictive model using a combination of hormone profile, serum biomarkers, and patient characteristics in order to improve the accuracy of risk stratification of patients with prostate cancer. Data on 224 patients from our prostatectomy database were queried. Demographic characteristics, including age, body mass index (BMI), clinical stage, clinical Gleason score (GS) as well as serum biomarkers, such as prostate-specific antigen (PSA), parathyroid hormone (PTH), calcium (Ca), prostate acid phosphatase (PAP), testosterone, and chromogranin A (CgA), were used to build a predictive model of clinically significant prostate cancer using logistic regression methods. We assessed the utility and validity of prediction models using multiple 10-fold cross-validation. Bias-corrected area under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve ( 
INTRODUCTION
As the debate regarding the management of early prostate cancer (PCa) continues, PCa remains a common cause of death in many men. In 2015, there was an estimated 220,800 new cases with an estimated 27,540 deaths [1] . Despite some positive results from screening trials [2] , there remains a concern for overdiagnosis and overtreatment of indolent tumors with its associated morbidity [3] . Active surveillance (AS), therefore, has emerged as a solution to overtreatment of PCa [3, 4] . However, the success of AS depends on our ability to
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identify patients who will not benefit from treatment, or to be able to identify important triggers for treatment without compromising oncologic outcomes [5, 6] . Various protocols are used at major institutions as eligibility criteria for entry into AS. These protocols are mostly centered on a combination of clinical stage, Gleason score, prostate-specific antigen (PSA), PSA density, number of positive prostate biopsies, and/or percent of malignant tissue present per core [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, there is still a measurable risk of upstaging and upgrading of PCa, thus possibly missing the window of curative intervention [12, 13] . Numerous adjunct tests currently exist to help more accurately stratify patients preoperatively, though their true clinical utility in this setting is still unknown [14] . We therefore examined whether common preoperative variables in men with PCa who were otherwise candidates for AS, but underwent radical prostatectomy, were predictive of clinically significant PCa. This can potentially increase the accuracy of stratifying patients prior to recommending AS.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study cohort
After obtaining the approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB), we conducted a retrospective analysis of a prospectively maintained database of men who underwent robotic assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP) at our comprehensive cancer center between January 2012 and May 2014. All patients were diagnosed with localized PCa via transrectal ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy with a minimum of 12 cores per biopsy. The attending urologist then assigned clinical stage according to the TNM system. All biopsy and RARP specimens were reviewed by a genitourinary pathologist. Patients with incomplete data were excluded from this study.
Outcome variables
Patients were identified for analysis if they had complete data available on multiple variables and those include, patient characteristics (age, race, BMI), tumor characteristics (clinical stage, pre-operative GS) as well as preoperative serum biomarkers, which have been shown in previous studies to be predictive of advanced prostate cancer. Markers such as free PSA, total PSA, prostate weight as a surrogate of volume [15] , PTH and calcium [16] , acid phosphatase [PAP] [17] , testosterone [18] , and chromogranin A [CgA]) [19] were used. Patients whose post-op Gleason score was 4 + 3 or higher or post-op pathologic stage was non-organ confined were classified in high-risk, and otherwise low-risk. Patients with GS upgrading (i.e. from 3 + 3 or 3 + 4 to 4 + 3 or higher) or pathologic upstaging (i.e. from non-organ confined to organ confined) were considered to have clinically significant prostate cancer.
Statistical analysis
Patients with unavailable or incomplete data were excluded from the analysis. We described baseline characteristics of patients who underwent RARP between 2012 and 2014. Twelve clinical factors were considered to build a predictive model: age (years), BMI, pre-operative clinical stage (T2-T3 vs. T1), pre-op Gleason score (low vs. high risk), pre-op PSA (mg/nl), prostate weight (grams), PTH pg/mL and Ca, PAP ng/mL, testosterone ng/dL, and CgA ng/mL. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression methods were employed to build a predictive model for high vs. low risk confirmed post-operatively. Area Under the ROC curve (AUC) was calculated for each of the models as a measurement of predictive performance. Model building strategy we adopted was as follows: (i) for each of predictors, a univariate logistic regression model was employed to calculate its AUC; (ii) Predictors were ranked based on their AUCs; (iii) Predictors were added to the model one at a time based on their AUC ranking 
RESULTS
Study cohort
There were 224 patients with complete data that were available for inclusion in this analysis. A total of 23 patients were excluded from the study due to incomplete data (15) , neoadjuvant hormone therapy (1), metastatic PCa (1), clinical T3 disease (6) . The majority of the study subjects were white men (82%), and mean age and BMI were 60.9 years, and 28.2, respectively. With regards to tumor characteristics, 68.8% of patients had low-grade disease (3 + 3 or 3 + 4), with the majority being lowclinical stage (non-palpable) 89.7% (Table 1 ). The rate of clinically significant prostate cancer post-operatively was 35%.
Outcome variables
Median values for the following pre-operative markers were PSA 5.2 (range 0.8-53.9), prostate weight 45.5 (20-151), PAP 1.5 (0.5-11), testosterone 399 (42-954), CgA 89 (21-1947), calcium 9.5 (8.5-11.2), and PTH 40 . Twelve predictors of interest were www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget evaluated for predictive performance in univariate logistic regression approach, and results were listed in Table 2 Predictors were added one at a time to build a multivariate model. The order of addition was determined by their predictive performance in univariate setting as well as their clinical relevance. Even the univariate analysis was negative, BMI and prostate volume were included in the final multivariate analysis because these factors (prostate volume in the context of PSA density) have been reported to be associated with prostate cancer prognosis. Orders were as follows: pre-op PSA, prostate weight, pre-op GS, PAP, BMI, CgA, Ca, testosterone, pre-op clinical stage, and age. Plot of bAUC and each model is displayed in Figure 1 . As seen in Figure 1 , bAUCs have plateaued out when BMI was added to the model with pre-op PSA, prostate weight, pre-op GS status, and PAP, and reached to its maximum value at 0.771 [0.76, 0.78]. The addition of the remaining variables to the model did not increase predictive performance further (Table 3 ). The estimates of the final model are summarized in Table 4 .
DISCUSSION
There are multiple factors that contribute to the selection of men for AS in very-low risk prostate cancer (VLPCa). These factors relate to patient characteristics, biopsy features, serum markers and hormones, and genetic profile. Various combinations of these factors are currently used in risk stratifying patients prior to recommending AS with variable success. Patient characteristics such as race, age, family history and even BMI have been studied as predictors of patients who are at high risk of harboring or developing advanced PCa. For example, Sundi et al. and Ha et al. found that African-American (AA) men with a VLPCa were at significantly higher risk of upgrading and upstaging [20] , whereas Jalloh et al. did not find a significant difference among racial groups despite AA men having higher rate of positive surgical margins in their cohort [21] . Age on the other hand has been found to be an important factor in predicting high risk PCa whereas BMI and family history have had conflicting results [14] . Biopsy features have been studied extensively, and found that Gleason Score (GS), number of positive cores and volume of disease were important predictors for disease progression in men with VLPCa [14] . In addition, the incorporation of PSA and PSA derivatives in the decision making process has become indispensable, though the data on its accuracy is mixed. Recently, genomic discoveries have led to the development of a plethora of genomic markers which aid in risk stratifying PCa patients such as prostate cancer antigen 3 (PCA3) and transmembrane protease, serine avian erythroblastosis virus E26 oncogene homolog gene fusions (TMPRSS2:ERG) [22] . However, results are also variable and the usefulness of these markers remains to be seen. Another useful metric in distinguishing pathologically indolent versus aggressive disease is the 4K test, a panel of four kallikrein markers: total prostate-specific antigen (PSA), free PSA, intact PSA, and kallikrein-related peptidase 2. This test has great predictive potential based on statistical modeling but as of yet its clinical utility remains unproven [23] .
Characterization of a patient's hormonal milieu may also play an important role in identifying high-risk PCa. There is increasing evidence that low preoperative testosterone levels are an independent predictor of various adverse PCa outcomes, including highgrade PCa, tumor bilaterality, risk of progression and biochemical recurrence, and disease upstaging leading to treatment initiation during active surveillance [24, 25] . Conversely, there is evidence showing a link between high testosterone levels and poor PCa outcomes, and so definitive conclusions cannot be drawn at this time [26] . Prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP) was the seminal biomarker used in the diagnosis of prostate cancer several decades ago, but was eventually supplanted by PSA due to its poor sensitivity in PCa screening and inferiority as an indicator of PCa recurrence. Recently, however, PAP has re-emerged as an important variable in identifying highrisk patients, as multiple studies have demonstrated that elevated pretreatment PAP predicts biochemical failure, clinical recurrence, metastatic disease, and overall survival [17] . Limited data suggesting a relationship between parathyroid hormone (PTH) and PSA exists, though the link is merely correlational and not established with any oncologic outcomes [16] . Chromogranin-A (CgA), commonly expressed in neuroendocrine tumors, may be associated with poorly differentiated PCa [27]. However, a large prospective analysis of prostate biopsy specimens showed no link between serum CgA and high-grade PCa, indicating that the predictive role CgA is currently indeterminate [19] .
Knowing the potential preoperative factors that portend poor outcomes in PCa, we sought to create a multi-variable model to predict clinically significant PCa. Our univariate logistic analysis identified the variables most highly associated with post-prostatectomy Gleason score and nonorgan confined disease. A multivariable logistic regression model was then constructed using the most predictive and clinically relevant preoperative factors, including: preoperative Gleason score, preoperative PSA, preoperative prostate weight, PAP, BMI, CgA, calcium, testosterone, clinical stage, and age. The final multivariate model with the best bias-corrected AUC (0.771) included only five preoperative variables: preoperative PSA, preoperative prostate weight, preoperative Gleason score, PAP, and BMI.
Our results indicate that a combination of common and easily accessible preoperative variables may prove useful in identifying those patients eligible for AS who are at a high risk of upgrading and/or upstaging. When determining if a patient is an appropriate candidate for AS, our model may serve as an additional piece of predictive information and aid in stratification into high versus low risk groups.
An interesting aspect of our study is that of the ten variables in the univariate analysis, PAP had the fourth best AUC, while in the multiple logistic regression model PAP was significantly associated with higher risk prostate cancer (p = 0.034). This suggests that PAP may be an underutilized serum marker and could play an important role in identifying patients harboring high risk PCa. This finding is in-line with previous data showing that PAP fares well with predicting systemic disease and overall disease recurrence. The proposed mechanism is that PAP predicts micro-metastatic spread before treatment initiation and thus is a prognostic marker for disease failure via distant tumor spread. [17] There are several limitations to our study. First, we used post-prostatectomy prostate weight rather than preoperative prostate volume in our predictive model. It should be noted, however, that prostate weight is well established as a surrogate for prostate volume, as several papers have shown an excellent concordance between the two metrics [15, 28] . Another limitation is that our model is not externally validated. We did employ an internal validation method with multiple runs of 10-fold cross validation in order to avoid sampling bias. Further, we used pathologic outcome to define clinically significant cancer. In the future, we plan to carry out a validation study using the clinical course as the final outcome variable. Finally, our model and results are hypothesis generating and lay the foundation for other investigators to externally validate our model on outside populations.
CONCLUSIONS
Our model using pre-operative PSA, clinical GS, BMI, PAP, and prostate weight was predictive of clinically significant prostate cancer and may be a tool to stratify patients with a diagnosis of prostate cancer with consideration being given to place the patient on active surveillance versus surgical treatment. Further studies with a larger cohort are needed to externally validate this model.
Clincal practice point
Multiple preoperative risk assessment tools have been described to stratify patients with localized prostate cancer into different risk groups. This has become more important in the setting of active surveillance, a widely accepted management for patients with relatively lower risk profiles. In our study, we have incorporated both demographic and serum biomarkers as potential variables that might be associated with upgrading and upstaging. Our final multivariate model with the best bias-corrected AUC (0.771) included only five preoperative variables: preoperative PSA, preoperative prostate weight, preoperative Gleason score, PAP, and BMI. While preoperative PSA, prostate weight, Gleason score, and BMI have previously investigated parameters with regards to adverse pathologic characteristics, PAP has not been extensively reviewed. Our study findings suggest that PAP could play an important role in identifying patients harboring high risk PCa.
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